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Another Living Soul was commissioned by the Kronos 
Quartet as part of their Fifty For The Future initiative, a 
library of 50 new works for string quartet by 50 different 
composers, 25 men and 25 women. Scores, recordings 
and educational information on the works are all 
published free of charge via the Kronos Quartet’s website.

The work utilizes “extended techniques,” defined as 
“performance techniques used in music to describe 
unconventional, unorthodox, or non-traditional techniques 
of singing, or of playing musical instruments to obtain 
unusual sounds or instrumental timbres.”

The Cascade Quartet will be using various toys in addition 
to their usual instruments. They’ll be swinging whistling 
tubes, tilting groaning tubes, and tapping desk bells, 
together with some loud stomping!

ARTIST STATEMENT

“Another Living Soul is stop motion animation for string 
quartet. Considered one of the most complex and 
idiosyncratic art forms, stop motion demands imagination, 
craft, isolation, an unwavering vision, fortitude, and 
copious amounts of time. The act of beginning the 
process invites both angst at the daunting task that 
has just begun and a kind of zen acceptance of the 
labyrinthine road ahead.

“The earliest stop motion—those beings and worlds 
created by Harryhausen, Starevich, Clokey, et al—still 
impresses and inspires. Oozing creativity, their work has a 
rough-hewn beauty and a timeless enchantment.

“Throughout its evolution, the end result has always 
been incrementally imbuing vitality and life to something 
devoid of any such spark on its own. The close quarters, 
intimacy, and camaraderie of the people who work in this 
art form are mirrored by the scrutiny and care they afford 
their tiny subjects and the attention to minutiae required 
to render a work that is lifelike. The impossible becomes 
possible—souls emerge from where once there were none.” 

–– Nicole Lizée

Nicole Lizée
b. 1973

Another Living Soul
2016

Extended technique with toys makes this work memorable!
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This particular quartet may also evoke images of 
Beethoven’s expression for his love of nature: 
“How happy I am to be able to walk among the 
shrubs, the trees, the woods, the grass, and 
the rocks! For the woods, the trees and the 
rocks give man the resonance he needs.”

The very famous third movement is titled: “Holy song 
of thanks (Heiliger Dankgesang) to the divinity, from 
one made well.” The movement alternates from the 
tender and slow chorale writing to the buoyant andante 
sections which express so much gratitude and joy. The 
first movement begins with a slow, fugal-type subject 
which sets the stage for the vacillating quality between 
searching and reaching for all that proceeds. The second 
movement is a folk-like dance. The fourth, a short coy 
march, is bridged to the finale by a short recitative 
dialogue with the first violin. The Allegro appassionato 
follows without pause into a lilting figure in the lower 
voices underneath the sweeping melody in the violin,  
later joined by the viola. This final movement exhibits a 
sense of wonder, joy, and longing all rolled into one.  
It concludes with a presto bubbling with exuberance  
and long lines that eventually culminate in such chords  
of resolve and completion.

––Program notes by Mary Papoulis

Beethoven is not only one of the most well-known 
composers, but also the most revolutionary of all time. 
He was the first to free musical composition from the 
constrains of satisfying patrons’ wishes to the freedom  
of artistic expression of a composer’s inner world.
Beethoven studied with Haydn and his early works reflect 
the classical style of the times. He was able to gain 
respect from his potential patrons through the recognition 
of his musical genius. In his mid-twenties Beethoven 
began to become aware of the decline of his hearing.
This period was later recognized as his “middle period” 
where his work reflected the inner struggle of his 
changing life situation.

The late period, where he focused almost exclusively 
on string quartets, exudes a more spiritual place of 
reconciliation with his situation. Opus 132 with its 
vacillation between A minor and A major can be seen to 
represent the more positive relief of his spiritual journey, 
acceptance of his fate, and gratitude for the wonders of 
the world around him. He wrote this work in 1825, the 
year after he finished his ninth symphony, and after he 
survived a deathly illness. The optimistic flavor of the  
work most likely comes from his gratitude for the gift  
of recovery. 
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